
 
 
 
2nd Engineer for exploration yacht M/Y Yersin 
 
Job Responsibilities 

1. Directly responsible to Chief Engineer. 

2. Engine Room executive engineer in charge of day-to-day smooth operation, cleanliness, 

testing, planned maintenance and repair of all engineering equipment on board 

3. Assisting Chief Engineer in ensuring ultimate safety of Engine Room 

4. Assisting Chief Engineer in Engine Room operations planning, troubleshooting, planned 

maintenance reporting to software program, parts and materials inventory  

5. Engine Room watch keeping or duty 

Job Skills Required 

1. Prior experience working with: Caterpillar generators; Diesel Electric Propulsion (AFE 

technology); Schottel thrusters; tender service, maintenance and repair; DP; IT/AV  

2. Sound knowledge of vessel plants, systems and mechanisms 

3. Independent, able to work without much supervision 

4. Proactive, not waiting to be told what to do 

5. Multitasking and hand on. 

6. Team player 

7. Flexible and adaptable 

8. Positive attitude towards marine environment (clean ship vessel) 

9. Positive attitude to other crew-members /scientists / guests (it is extremely important that 

the candidate will fit in with the rest of the crew) 

10. Enthusiastic, ability to think outside the box, interested in cutting edge technologies on 

board 

11. Safety conscious  

12. Ability to work with Excel, Word, Planned maintenance system software (AMOS, IDEA, 

SEMAPHOR) 

13. Ability to work on lathing machine and welding 

Other Requirements 

1. Age: 28-35 y/o 

2. Languages: English compulsory, others a plus 

3. No visible tattoos when wearing short and t-shirt 

4. Non-Smokers and Non-Drinkers preferred 

Job Conditions: 



1. Job type: Permanent after a 4 months trial period 

2. Rotation will be eventually set up toward a 2 months off/on 

3. Salary: tbd 

4. Medical Insurance: 12 month/year both on and off work  

5. Accommodation: big twin cabin / shared 

6. Commencement date: ASAP 

 

Vessel Profile: 

1. 76 m. oceangoing exploration vessel worldwide cruising 

2. Special sailing areas: Restricted access and zero reject zones. 

3. Crew of 22 

General Requirements for all crew: 

1. Valid STCW2010 certification  
2. Valid medical fitness cert. (ENG1 or equivalent) 
3. US Visa (B1/B2) would be a plus 

 
Specific Requirements for this position: 
 

1. STCW III/2 unlimited (Second Engineer Unlimited), other tickets could be discuss depending 
of the applicant profile. 

2. Experiences of minimum 4 years as OOW  
 


